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PDF has long been established as the de facto format for the exchange of print-oriented documents and is known for its robust
visual presentation across a variety of operating systems and platforms.
However, relatively few users are familiar with the format’s
newer features, such as tagging, forms and security. This tutorial
aims to give an overview of the most important of these features
and demonstrate the benefts of creating and exchanging PDF fles
that make use of them.

even many DocEng participants who do not work directly with
PDF—are not familiar with PDF’s additional features, which have
grown over the past few years.
The aim of this tutorial is to introduce the audience to the most
important of these features and give practical examples on how
they can beneft from generating and exchanging PDF fles that go
beyond digital representations of the printed page.
The following section lists the topics that were prepared for this
half-day tutorial. However, we also plan to ask the audience about
what interests them the most and spend more time on those topics.
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ABSTRACT

• Applied computing → Publishing; Document preparation;
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SUMMARY

PDF is the most common fle format on the Web after HTML, and
everyone in the Document Engineering community without exception has to deal with the format in one way or another. Just about
everyone is familiar with PDF being “digital paper,” after all, that
is really how it started out. But PDF has become “smarter” in the
last few years, yet it is still struggling to shake of its reputation as
a purely end-of-line, dumb fle format that is unsuitable for further
machine processing. Comparatively few people—and this includes
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TOPICS
• Tagged PDF: Embedding logical structure in PDF for:
– accessibility
– repurposing of content
• Hidden, selectable text for scanned documents via OCR
• Structured data (measurements, statistical data) as embedded fles
• Digital, fllable forms in PDF
• Object-level metadata; keeping source information for history and license enforcement
• Commenting workfows (annotations)
• Security: Encryption and signatures
• Compression algorithms enabling small fle sizes for highquality images
• Colour reproduction (if requested by audience)
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Tamir is a regular contributor to DocEng. In 2016, he was the
Program Chair and has been active in the Steering Committee
since then. He has been a member of the PDF Association since
2017.
Thomas Zellmann has been working in electronic data processing (EDP) for more than 30 years and has extensive experience
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Foxit in 2001, he worked for Softmatic AG, Software AG and Nixdorf among others. Thomas focuses on the banking/insurance and
archives/libraries segments. As Managing Director of the PDF Association, Thomas coordinates and executes many of the organization’s activities.

